Chile’s geographical beauty extends from the Atacama Desert, the world’s driest, to the ice fields of the continent’s southernmost tip.

Chile has more than 4,000 kilometers long embracing valleys and mountains, parks and marine protected areas, glaciers and wildlife reserves.

Chile is also home to the eighth wonder of nature, the Torres del Paine National Park.
When to apply?

- We are changing our VISA system into a fully online one. Existing system requires a stamp of the VISA in your passport and the new system will only require an online certificate.
- We will inform you when the new system is fully operative.
- Tourist VISA in Chile are only valid for 90 days, there is no hurry on starting the application process.

Application process

- When we notify that the new system is available, please visit the VISA section at www.cop25.cl and go into the link of the Consular Service System.
- Complete the form with the required information.
- Wait until you receive the VISA certificate in the email you included in your application.

What do I need to apply for a VISA?

- Passport: granted by the competent authority in the country of origin, needs at least a validity that exceed the visa term.
- Passport style photograph (5x5 cm) with white background and no legend (formats .jpg and .png).
- UNFCCC VISA Support Letter (to be received by all delegates as a confirmation of their online accreditation in COP25).
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The Metropolitan Mobility Network, the public transportation system of Santiago, integrates fares to the buses, the Metro and the MetroTren Nos, facilitating the trips of the attendees.

These three public transport are paid through a single method of payment which is called Bip! Card.

Participants will receive a free transportation pass.
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ACCOMODATION

- A booking system for hotels and tours around Santiago and other cities of Chile is officially available for COP25.

- For more information, please visit the website of Mundo Tour [www.mundotour.cl/cop25](http://www.mundotour.cl/cop25).

- Participants are also free to use other bookings systems, if they so wish.
CERRILLOS PARK

- Ciudad Parque Bicentenario is a 250 hectares urban project area where the former Santiago International Airport used to be located.

- A privileged location: connectivity and size make it a great place to host a world-class event such as COP25, with an estimated attendance of 10,000 people daily.

- Cerrillo Metro Station (Line 6 – purple line) is just 500 mts away – no longer than a 5 minutes walk from the metro station to the venue.
Area where countries promote what they have been doing in terms of fighting climate change.

A great opportunity for the countries to show themselves in front of the highest authorities and official, institutional and governmental delegations from all over the world.

Area where countries establish their work zones for their delegates, to hold their institutional meetings, prepare the negotiations, receive authorities, and encourage activities.
PAVILIONS & OFFICES

- Please visit: www.participate-cop25.com where you will find all necessary information.
- Come and meet us at the Chilean informative stand until June 27th at the Bonn Climate Change Conference, World Conference Center.
- Period of bookings: from June 7th – 24th, 2019.
- Period of late bookings: from June 24th – July 12th, 2019.

For any special queries about the delegations area fit-out, please contact us at: pavilion@cop25.cl.
GENERAL INFORMATION

- Official language for Chile: **Spanish**
- Capital City: **Santiago de Chile**
- Name of the Airport: **Aeropuerto Internacional Comodoro Arturo Merino Benítez (SCL)**
- Do not bring fruits, vegetables or ingredients of animal or vegetable origin
  
  *For more details, please visit: [http://www.sag.gob.cl/](http://www.sag.gob.cl/)*
- Currency: **Chilean Pesos (CLP)**
  
  *Current exchange rate: 1 USD = $690 CLP*
- December in Chile: **Summer time!**
  
  *The average maximum temperature is 29°C and it gets dark around 21:00 hrs*
- Banking services are going to be provided at the venue
- Variety of cuisines will be provided inside the venue
- Security and safety measures for all participants will be in place
For COP25 information please visit our official website, which was launched on June 17th, during the first day of Bonn Climate Change Conference

www.cop25.cl

For more information, please follow us on Social Media

COP25CL
#TIMEFORACTION

Soon to be launched… OFFICIAL MOBILE APP

COP25
Chilean wine tasting everyday from 17:30-18:30 hrs

*We look forward to seeing you there!*